
EMiLA 
Summer School 2022

The Cromarty Firth, Scotland, August 14-20

We will make contact with the landscape of The Cromarty Firth through walking and where our curiosity settles we will engage with 
practices that allow us to embrace the processes of the earth, sub earth, sea and sky.  

We will experiment with printmaking to engage with the landscape in situ and to translate post-situ inventions 
when we leave the site behind. 

Our methods will allow us to record the landscape with immediacy, 
welcoming its imperfection, tactility and unpredictability.  

For a week, together, we will look deeply into the landscape, letting it inform our intentions and imagine its future.

Sieben Exkursionstage
oder ein Wochenstegreif

BEtrEuung:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Martin Prominski, 

M. Sc. Kendra Busche, 

tErMInE:
14. - 20. August 2022
in Inverness, Schotland

KontAKt: 
kendra.busche@freiraum.uni-hannover.de

EMiLA
Summerschool
in Schottland
Are you up for internAtionAl collAborAtion And experimentAl design?

then come along to inverness for the annual emilA summer school!
After two years, it‘s back to the presence and we can expect exciting excursions, 
breathtaking landscapes and experimental representation techniques.

We will make contact with the landscape of the dornoch firth through walking 
and where our curiosity settles we will engage with practices that allow us to 
embrace the processes of the earth, sub earth, sea and sky.

We will experiment with printmaking to engage with the landscape in situ and 
to translate post-situ inventions when we leave the site behind.

our methods will allow us to record the landscape with immediacy, welcoming 
its imperfection, tactility and unpredictability!

COSTS
250€ Accomodation in the inverness youth Hostel
50€ mobility costs (common bus-charter)
+ supply costs (there is a communal kitchen in the hostel)
+ travel and departure costs

AppliCATiOn deAdline
An expression of interest should be sent to Kendra busche by 6pm on 20th of 
may. please enclose:

- your name together with your degree programme and semester
- 2-3 work samples on max. 6 din A3 sheets (< 10mb)

GOOd TO KnOW
As scotland is no longer in the eu, travelling with an id card is not sufficient - 
a passport is required!

fachgebiet entwerfen urbaner landschaften | prof. dr. martin prominski
institut für freiraumentwicklung | studio urbAne lAndscHAften 

fakultät Architektur und landschaft | gottfried Wilhelm leibniz universität Hannover


